








lum concentrated from pegmatites are 
quite illustrative examples of this nature. 

If the condition of a min<X' metal is a 
by-product of a major metal it does not 
mean, as noted, that they are free eco
nomic goods. Actually, they are very ex
pensive commodities. The further pro
cessing required to make them compati
ble with today's metal specifications 
results in a cost structure that must be 
covered by the marlcet price so that the 
metal can be recouped and supplied on a 
profitable basis. Rhenium provides a 
quite clear example in this respect This 
obscure minor metal is used in almost 90 
of cases as a catalyst in the production of 
low-lead, high-octane petrol. Otherwise 
rhenium's production is a good example 
of the high processing existing behind its 
final supply on the marlcetplace. Actually 
it is obtained as a by-product of molyb
denum, but almost solely from the mo
lybdenum which is itself a by-product of 
copper. In other words, rhenium can be 
said to be a typical example of a by
product of a by-product 

As noted, min<X' metal impurities may 
or may not be removed from the main 
product, this being dependent on whether 
their presence enhances or reduces the 
market value of the main product Anti
mony can either be extracted from lead 
ores as a metal or it can be left on the 
concentrate and reduced to a primary an
timonial-lead alloy. 6 Thus, by-products
resulting from joint production can, in 
general, be divided into four possible al
ternatives, based on whether their separa
tion is necessary to produce a marketable 
product, and on whether the separation 
process is in itself sufficient to produce 
an independent marketable by-product. 
So, the four possible economic alterna
tives for obtaining a by-product, are: 
1. Necessary and sufficient
2. Necessary but not sufficient
3. Unnecessary and sufficient
4. Unnecessary but not sufficient

The supply curve for the first alternative 
is simply a vertical line parallel to the 
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Y-axis. Since there is no c� involved,
the short-term supply is equal to the
long-term supply, this being limited only
by the output of the main product the
min<X' metal is actually derived from.

The separation of unnecessary or in
sufficient by-products, i.e., the winning 
of an elemental metal which is not re
quired for the marketing of the main 
product, can be considered as an inde
pendent operation. In other words, it con
stitutes an autonomous technical decision 
for the management staff of a producing 
company. 

Economic rationale seems to recom
mend the extraction of an unnecessary 
but sufficient by-product, alternative 3, 
when the net revenue from extraction is 
greater than without it In case of a by
product separation that is unnecessary 
and also insufficient, alternative 4, the 
market price must cover both the cost of 
separation and the cost of further pro
cessing of the byproduct, minus any pos
itive or negative variation in the value of 
the main product that may be derived 
from the separation. It is worth saying 
these are theoretical considerations on 
by-product recovery; since they normally 
produce only a small fraction of the 
major metal revenues, such an account
ing refinement is not justified. 

Alternative 2 is the most general in 
by-product production. The supply curve 
for the second alternative and also the co 
product curve which will be further dis
cussed are mostly based on Braz. 

1 
It is

shown in Figure I that there is a cost that 
must be covered for the by-product be 
adequately su_wlied. At the price Pt the 
short term supply matches the existing 
demand D1. However, if the demand in
creases to 02, there will be a shortage at 
the previous price and the marlcet will 
only be balanced at the price P2. The 
supply curve in the long term is also lim
ited by the output of the main product. 
As there is a cost structure to be covered, 
only at a compatible demand level will 
the overall available source material be 
converted into a final by-product metal. 

In other words, part of the min<X' metal 
bearing material can be left for later pro
cessing under more favourable marlcet 
conditions. 

The economic approach of a co-prod
uct is slightly different, for one of the 
two products can be of more importance, 
as shown in Figure 2. Provided the pro
duction costs of producing the by-prod
uct C1, represented by Pt is covered, its 
production is justified and it will be sup
plied on the market. The quantity q1 
however, is tied to the co-product C2, 
which determines the production scale up 
to the price P1- It is worth noting that for 
prices above P1, co-product C1 covers 
more than its own production costs, so 
that its production is no longer com
pletely dependent on the output of co
product C2. So, the supply curve of C1 
approaches that one of C2, which is the 
leading co-product. Whenever the price 
of C2 increases, the supply curve of C1 
moves rightward. 

As noted, a by-product has virtually 
no influence on the mine output, other
wise it would not be a by-product Co
products on the other hand do so and, 
sometimes in such a dynamic way that, 
at least in the short-term, a co-product 
can rival the leading element in terms of 
revenue. 

Industry and Markets 
As noted, microeconomics theory defines 
industry as the set of individual firms de
voted to producing a specific intermedi
ate or final good. In this sense, the pro
duction of minor metals cannot be con
sidered as a separate industry, composed 
of firms concentrating on the mining and 
recovery of minor metals. Otherwise, this 
sector is characterised by the existence of 
firms producing minor metals, but only 
as a small part of their overall activities. 
For instance, the policy guidelines and 
capacity dimension of a producing firm 
cannot be measured through the produc
tion of minor metals, for their participa-
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